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Dear Scott Dearest Zelda Cbs News
The setting: Hollywood: the character: Pat Hobby, a down-and-out screenwriter trying to
break back into show business, but having better luck getting into bars. Written
between 1939 and 1940, when F. Scott Fitzgerald was working for Universal Studios,
the seventeen Pat Hobby stories were first published in Esquire magazine and present
a bitterly humorous portrait of a once-successful writer who becomes a forgotten hack
on a Hollywood lot. "This was not art" Pat Hobby often said, "this was an industry"
where whom "you sat with at lunch was more important than what you dictated in your
office." Pat Hobby's Christmas Wish (excerpt) It was Christmas Eve in the studio. By
eleven o'clock in the morning, Santa Claus had called on most of the huge population
according to each one's deserts. Sumptuous gifts from producers to stars, and from
agents to producers arrived at offices and studio bungalows: on every stage one heard
of the roguish gifts of casts to directors or directors to casts; champagne had gone out
from publicity office to the press. And tips of fifties, tens and fives from producers,
directors and writers fell like manna upon the white collar class. In this sort of
transaction there were exceptions. Pat Hobby, for example, who knew the game from
twenty years' experience, had had the idea of getting rid of his secretary the day before.
They were sending over a new one any minute—but she would scarcely expect a
present the first day. Waiting for her, he walked the corridor, glancing into open offices
for signs of life. He stopped to chat with Joe Hopper from the scenario department. 'Not
like the old days,' he mourned, 'Then there was a bottle on every desk.' 'There're a few
around.' 'Not many.' Pat sighed. 'And afterwards we'd run a picture—made up out of
cutting-room scraps.' 'I've heard. All the suppressed stuff,' said Hopper. Pat nodded, his
eyes glistening. 'Oh, it was juicy. You darned near ripped your guts laughing—' He broke
off as the sight of a woman, pad in hand, entering his office down the hall recalled him
to the sorry present. 'Gooddorf has me working over the holiday,' he complained
bitterly. 'I wouldn't do it.' 'I wouldn't either except my four weeks are up next Friday, and
if I bucked him he wouldn't extend me.' As he turned away Hopper knew that Pat was
not being extended anyhow. He had been hired to script an old-fashioned horse-opera
and the boys who were 'writing behind him'—that is working over his stuff—said that all of
it was old and some didn't make sense. 'I'm Miss Kagle,' said Pat's new secretary...
Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (September 24, 1896 – December 21, 1940), known
professionally as F. Scott Fitzgerald, was an American novelist and short story writer,
whose works illustrate the Jazz Age. While he achieved limited success in his lifetime,
he is now widely regarded as one of the greatest American writers of the 20th century.
Fitzgerald is considered a member of the "Lost Generation" of the 1920s. He finished
four novels: This Side of Paradise, The Beautiful and Damned, The Great Gatsby, and
Tender Is the Night. A fifth, unfinished novel, The Last Tycoon, was published
posthumously. Fitzgerald also authored 4 collections of short stories, as well as 164
short stories in magazines during his lifetime.
During the Twenties, the Great White Way roared with nearly 300 book musicals.
Luminaries who wrote for Broadway during this decade included Irving Berlin, George
M. Cohan, Rudolf Friml, George Gershwin, Oscar Hammerstein II, Lorenz Hart, Jerome
Kern, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers, Sigmund Romberg, and Vincent Youmans, and
the era’s stars included Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, Ruby Keeler, and Marilyn Miller. Light-
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hearted Cinderella musicals dominated these years with such hits as Kern’s long-
running Sally, along with romantic operettas that dealt with princes and princesses in
disguise. Plots about bootleggers and Prohibition abounded, but there were also
serious musicals, including Kern and Hammerstein’s masterpiece Show Boat. In The
Complete Book of 1920s Broadway Musicals, Dan Dietz examines in detail every book
musical that opened on Broadway during the years 1920-1929. The book discusses the
era’s major successes as well as its forgotten failures. The hits include A Connecticut
Yankee; Hit the Deck!; No, No, Nanette; Rose-Marie; Show Boat; The Student Prince;
The Vagabond King; and Whoopee, as well as ambitious failures, including Deep River;
Rainbow; and Rodgers’ daring Chee-Chee. Each entry contains the following
information: Plot summary Cast members Names of creative personnel, including book
writers, lyricists, composers, directors, choreographers, producers, and musical
directors Opening and closing dates Number of performances Plot summary Critical
commentary Musical numbers and names of the performers who introduced the songs
Production data, including information about tryouts Source material Details about
London productions Besides separate entries for each production, the book offers
numerous appendixes, including ones which cover other shows produced during the
decade (revues, plays with music, miscellaneous musical presentations, and a selected
list of pre-Broadway closings). Other appendixes include a discography, filmography, a
list of published scripts, and a list of black-themed musicals. This book contains a
wealth of information and provides a comprehensive view of each show. The Complete
Book of 1920s Broadway Musicals will be of use to scholars, historians, and casual
fans of one of the greatest decades in the history of musical theatre.
The American naturalist's life and philosophy are revealed in a dramatic work which
focuses on his symbolic act of civil disobedience in 1846.
With an Introduction and Notes by Henry Claridge, Senior Lecturer, School of English,
University of Kent at Canterbury. Tender is the Night is a story set in the hedonistic high
society of Europe during the 'Roaring Twenties'. A wealthy schizophrenic, Nicole
Warren, falls in love with Dick Diver - her psychiatrist. The resulting saga of the Divers'
troubled marriage, and their circle of friends, includes a cast of aristocratic and beautiful
people, unhappy love affairs, a duel, incest, and the problems inherent in the
possession of great wealth. Despite cataloguing a maelstrom of interpersonal conflict,
Tender is the Night has a poignancy and warmth that springs from the quality of
Fitzgerald's writing and the tragic personal experiences on which the novel is based.
Six years separate Tender is the Night and The Last Tycoon, the novel Fitzgerald left
unfinished at his death in December 1940. Fitzgerald lived in Hollywood more or less
continuously from July 1937 until his death, and a novel about the film industry at the
height of 'the studio system' centred on the working life of a top producer was begun in
1939. Even in its incomplete state The Last Tycoon remains the greatest American
novel about Hollywood and contains some of Fitzgerald's most brilliant writing.
Looks at the history of the 1920s, describes the jazz bands and performers who helped
shape it, and discusses the important musical developments of the period.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
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would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Kentucky and Kentuckians are full of stories, which may be why so many present-day
writers have Kentucky roots. Whether they left and returned, like Wendell Berry and
Bobbie Ann Mason, or adopted Kentucky as home, like James Still and Jim Wayne
Miller, or grew up and left for good, like Michael Dorris and Barbara Kingsolver, they
have one connection: Kentucky has influenced their writing and their lives. L. Elisabeth
Beattie explores this influence in twenty intimate interviews. Conversations with
Kentucky Writers was more than three years in the making, as Beattie traveled across
the state and beyond to capture oral histories on tape. Her exhaustive knowledge of
these authors helped her draw out personal revelations about their work, their lives, and
the nature of writing. When Still concludes his interview with "I believe I've told you
more than anybody," he could be speaking for any of Beattie's subjects. Aspiring writers
will learn that Mason submitted twenty stories to the New Yorker before one was
accepted, and that Still wrote articles for Sunday school magazines. There's plenty of
advice: Dorris tells budding authors to get real jobs, keep journals, and read everything,
even cereal boxes, and Marsha Norman reminds playwrights that "it is not the business
of the theater to provide writers with a living." Kingsolver advises, "Read good stuff and
write bad stuff until eventually what you're writing begins to approximate what you're
reading." Beattie's collection includes striking self-portraits of such writers as Sue
Grafton, Leon Driskell, James Baker Hall, Fenton Johnson, George Ella Lyon, Taylor
McCafferty, Ed McClanahan, Sena Naslund, Chris Offutt, Lee Pennington, and Betty
Layman Receveur.What most distinguishes these moving conversations from other
author interviews is their focus on creativity, on the teaching of writing, and on the
authors' strong sense of place.As Wade Hall writes in his foreword, all twenty writers
recognize that their works have been significantly influenced by their "Kentucky
experience." This collection offers insights into Kentucky's rich and flowering literary
heritage.
It is in the nature of today's movie business that while Hollywood blockbusters invade
every megaplex, smaller, quality films often don't get screen time. Fans of finer films
have to count on catching up with them on video and DVD, but even the most hard-core
devotees have trouble remembering what sounded good when a film was originally
released. Never Coming to a Theater Near You will remedy that situation. This
selection of renowned film critic Kenneth Turan's absorbing and illuminating reviews,
now revised and updated to factor in the tests of time, point viewers toward the films
they can't quite remember, but should not miss. Moviegoers know they can trust
Turan's impeccable taste. His eclectic selection represents the kind of sophisticated,
adult, and entertaining films intelligent viewers are hungry for. More importantly, Turan
shows readers what makes these unusual films so great, revealing how talented
filmmakers and actors have managed to create the wonderful highs we experience in
front of the silver screen.
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses on the coming of age of Amory Blaine, a
handsome, wealthy Princeton student. Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate, spectacular
success. Note.
The Bible is five books bound into a single volume. -- a screenwriting primer (provides a
concise presentation of screenwriting basics) -- a formatting guide (presents both correct
screenplay and teleplay formats) -- a screenwriting workbook (the writing process, from
nascent ideas to revisions) -- a sales and marketing guide (offers a marketing plan and sales
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strategies) -- a resource guide (provides contacts for industry organizations, guilds and unions,
schools, publications, support groups and services, contests, etc.)
Rob Paulsen is one of Hollywood’s busiest, most talented, and most passionate performers. If
you don’t know him by name, you will know him by the many characters he has brought to life:
Pinky from Pinky and the Brain, Yakko from Animaniacs, the tough but loveable Raphael from
the original animated Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and many more. So you can imagine how
terrifying it must have been when Rob was diagnosed with throat cancer, putting his entire
livelihood in jeopardy and threatening to rob the world of all his loveable characters that filled
our youths and adulthoods with humor and delight. Voice Lessons tells the heartwarming and
life-affirming story of Rob’s experience with an aggressive cancer treatment and recovery
regimen, which luckily led to a full recovery. Rob quickly returned to doing what he loves most,
but with a much deeper appreciation of what he came so close to losing. His new lease on life
inspired him to rededicate himself to his fans, particularly the new friends he made along the
way: hundreds of sick children and their families. Rob said it best himself: “I can not only
continue to make a living, but make a difference, and I can’t wait to use that on the biggest
scale that I can.”
During the 1930s, no event was more absorbing or galvanizing to Ernest Hemingway than the
Spanish Civil War. Hemingway was passionately devoted to the cause of the democratically
elected Spanish Republic and he spent much of the war reporting from its front lines,
producing a deeply political body of work that illuminated the conflict and presaged the world
war to come. In the end, his immersive journey into the turbulent world of the Spanish Civil War
resulted in For Whom the Bell Tolls, a landmark in American political fiction. This book offers a
fresh account of Hemingway’s adventures in Spain during the Civil War, stressing his embrace
of radical political action and discourse in defense of the Republic against the forces of
Fascism. On the eightieth anniversary of For Whom the Bell Tolls, Gilbert H. Muller
reconsiders Hemingway as an engaged artist, political actor, and visionary.
The animation studio United Productions of America (UPA) was able to challenge Disney
supremacy in the 1950s entertainment market by creating cutting-edge animated cartoons.
UPA films express a simplified audiovisual language consisting of stylized layout designs,
asymmetrical compositions, colors applied flatly and in contrast with each other, limited
animation and a minimalist use of sound effects. UPA artists developed this innovative style by
assimilating those aesthetic features already expressed by Modern painters, graphic designers
and advertisers. This book considers UPA films as Modern animations, because they
synthesize a common minimalist tendency that was occurring in US animation during the
1940s and 1950s. It examines the conditions under which UPA studio flourished and the figure
of its executive producer Stephen Bosustow; the influence of Modernist stylistic features of
painting, graphic design and poster advertising on UPA animations; and UPA animated
cartoons as case studies of a simplified audiovisual language that influenced 1950s-1960s
international productions.
This first-ever biography of American actress Anne Francis will enlighten her casual fans and
earn a nod of agreement from her diehard admirers. The star of such 1950s cinematic classics
as Bad Day at Black Rock, Blackboard Jungle and Forbidden Planet, Anne made the risky
decision to transplant her talents to television—and as a result, her acting has often been taken
for granted. But TV supplied her with the groundbreaking title role in Honey West (1965–66),
where she became the first leading actress to portray a private detective on a regular weekly
series. All of Anne Francis’ film and television appearances are chronicled, including a full
episode guide for Honey West and a complete listing of her guest roles on such series as The
Twilight Zone, The Untouchables and Murder, She Wrote.
This book offers an examination of the Roaring Twenties in the United States, focusing on the
vibrant icon of the newly liberated woman—the flapper—that came to embody the Jazz Age. *
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Primary documents allow readers to see how contemporaries viewed flappers, follow the trial
of a famous comedian charged with a horrific crime, and read what proponents of Prohibition
really thought about wicked liquor * The glossary allows readers to enter into the spirit of the
times, when people could express their delight using phrases such as "bee's knees," and "cat's
meow"; pass along the word about illegal booze with colorful terms such as "hooch," "bathtub
gin," and "bootleg"; and describe relentless dancers as "floorflushers," women using too much
face makeup as "flour lovers," and pilots as "fly boys."
An oral history of the New York Shakespeare Festival and the Public Theater draws on
interviews with 160 celebrity contributors including Meryl Streep, James Earl Jones and Kevin
Kline to trace the pivotal artistic contributions of producer and director Joe Papp.
Until the first edition of Steven Spielberg: A Biography was published in 1997,
much about Spielberg’s personality and the forces that shaped it had remained
enigmatic, in large part because of his tendency to obscure and mythologize his
own past. But in this first full-scale, in-depth biography of Spielberg, Joseph
McBride reveals hidden dimensions of the filmmaker’s personality and shows
how deeply personal even his most commercial work has been. This new edition
adds four chapters to Spielberg’s life story, chronicling his extraordinarily active
and creative period from 1997 to the present, a period in which he has balanced
his executive duties as one of the partners in the film studio DreamWorks SKG
with a remarkable string of films as a director. Spielberg’s ambitious recent
work—including Amistad, Saving Private Ryan, A. I. Artifucial Intelligence, Minority
Report, The Terminal and Munich—has continually expanded his range both
stylistically and in terms of adventurous, often controversial, subject matter.
Steven Spielberg: A Biography brought about a reevaluation of the great
filmmaker’s life and work by those who viewed him as merely a facile
entertainer. This new edition guides readers through the mature artistry of
Spielberg’s later period in which he manages, against considerable odds, to run
a successful studio while maintaining and enlarging his high artistic standards as
one of America’s most thoughtful, sophisticated, and popular filmmakers.
A landmark American drama that inspired a classic film and a Broadway
revival—featuring an introduction by David Mamet A blistering character study and
an examination of the American melting pot and the judicial system that keeps it
in check, Twelve Angry Men holds at its core a deeply patriotic faith in the U.S.
legal system. The play centers on Juror Eight, who is at first the sole holdout in
an 11-1 guilty vote. Eight sets his sights not on proving the other jurors wrong but
rather on getting them to look at the situation in a clear-eyed way not affected by
their personal prejudices or biases. Reginald Rose deliberately and carefully
peels away the layers of artifice from the men and allows a fuller picture to form
of them—and of America, at its best and worst. After the critically acclaimed
teleplay aired in 1954, this landmark American drama went on to become a
cinematic masterpiece in 1957 starring Henry Fonda, for which Rose wrote the
adaptation. More recently, Twelve Angry Men had a successful, and award-
winning, run on Broadway. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
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than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Hal Wallis might not be as well known as David O. Selznick or Samuel Goldwyn,
but the films he produced -- Casablanca, Jezebel, Now Voyager, The Life of
Emile Zola, Becket, True Grit, and many other classics (as well as scores of Elvis
movies) -- have certainly endured. As producer of numerous films, Wallis made
an indelible mark on the course of America's film industry, but his contributions
are often overlooked and no full-length study has yet assessed his incredible
career. A former office boy and salesman, Wallis first engaged with the business
of film as the manager of a Los Angeles movie theater in 1922. He attracted the
notice of the Warner brothers, who hired him as a publicity assistant. Within three
months he was director of the department, and appointments to studio manager
and production executive quickly followed. Wallis went on to oversee dozens of
productions and formed his own production company in 1944. Bernard F. Dick
draws on numerous sources such as Wallis's personal production files and
exclusive interviews with many of his contemporaries to finally tell the full story of
his illustrious career. Dick combines his knowledge of behind-the-scenes
Hollywood with fascinating anecdotes to create a portrait of one of Hollywood's
early power players.
Shares insights into the iconic rock-and-roll performer's life, from his substance
abuse challenges and his bisexual history to his connections to the British royal
family and the secret attempt on his life.
The Pat Hobby Stories are a collection of 17 short stories written by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, first published by Arnold Gingrich of Esquire magazine between
January 1940 and May 1941, and later collected in one volume in 1962. The last
installments in Esquire of The Pat Hobby Stories were published posthumously;
Fitzgerald had died in 1940. Pat Hobby is a down-and-out screenwriter in
Hollywood, once successful as "a good man for structure" during the silent age of
cinema, but now reduced to an alcoholic hack hanging around the studio lot.
Most stories find him broke and engaged in some ploy for money or a much-
desired screen credit, but his antics usually backfire and end in further
humiliation. Drawing on his own experiences as a writer in Hollywood, Fitzgerald
portrays Pat Hobby with self-mocking humor and nostalgia.
A spirited look at the history of alcohol, from the dawn of civilization to the
modern day Alcohol is a fundamental part of Western culture. We have been
drinking as long as we have been human, and for better or worse, alcohol has
shaped our civilization. Drink investigates the history of this Jekyll and Hyde of
fluids, tracing mankind's love/hate relationship with alcohol from ancient Egypt to
the present day. Drink further documents the contribution of alcohol to the birth
and growth of the United States, taking in the War of Independence, the
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Pennsylvania Whiskey revolt, the slave trade, and the failed experiment of
national Prohibition. Finally, it provides a history of the world's most famous
drinks-and the world's most famous drinkers. Packed with trivia and colorful
characters, Drink amounts to an intoxicating history of the world.
Biographical reference providing information on individuals active in the theatre,
film, and television industries. Covers not only performers, directors, writers, and
producers, but also behind-the-scenes specialists such as designers, managers,
choreographers, technicians, composers, executives, dancers, and critics from
the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and the world.
ABC's, First Words, Numbers and Shapes, Colors and Opposites including a
special note to parents. Children will enjoy hours of learning fun in each 32-page
bi-lingual book. All four books are designed specifically to teach and reinforce
basic concepts for preschool through early elementary school children.
The adored actress behind the character Nikki Newman of The Young and the Restless
tells all in this scintillating memoir, divulging the insider details of her dramatic life and
forty-year career. Melody Thomas Scott admits she is nothing like her The Young and
the Restless role, which has seen it all in her forty-year tenure on America’s highest-
rated daytime serial. But the high drama, angst, and catastrophes aren’t confined to
her character’s plotlines. In this captivating memoir, Melody reveals behind-the-scenes
tales of her own riveting journey to becoming an icon. As Nikki Newman went from
impoverished stripper to resourceful, vivacious heroine—with missteps as gripping as
her triumphs—Melody became a household name, enthralling audiences across the
globe. But her road to stardom also had to be one to freedom marked by an escape fit
for cinema. In Always Young and Restless, Melody tells of her troubled, untraditional
upbringing for the first time. Readers will learn how she suffered at home with her
hoarder grandmother, whose cruelty as her manager is shockingly extreme; abuse at
the hands of industry men; the intensity of acting in feature films with Alfred Hitchcock
and Clint Eastwood; and how she finally took control of her life and career, in a getaway
move as daring as any on The Young and the Restless. And of course, Melody divulges
forty years’ worth of juicy on-and-off-set details of what it’s like to be one-half of the
show’s most successful supercouple, “Niktor,” plus her personal path to healing, love,
and family. In witty, warm prose, meet the shining, persevering heart of an American
icon—and prepare to be moved by a life story fit for a soap opera star.
Describes the life and career of the French chef and television personality, from her
wealthy childhood in California and married years in France to her successful cooking
show in the United States
In the 1930s, Shirley Temple was heralded as “America’s sweetheart,” and she
remains the icon of wholesome American girlhood, but Temple’s films strike many
modern viewers as perverse. Shirley Temple and the Performance of Girlhood
examines her early career in the context of the history of girlhood and considers how
Temple’s star image emerged out of the Victorian cult of the child. Beginning her
career in “Baby Burlesks,” short films where she played vamps and harlots, her biggest
hits were marketed as romances between Temple and her adult male costars. Kristen
Hatch helps modern audiences make sense of the erotic undercurrents that seem to
run through these movies. Placing Temple’s films in their historical context and reading
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them alongside earlier representations of girlhood in Victorian theater and silent film,
Hatch shows how Shirley Temple emerged at the very moment that long standing
beliefs about childhood innocence and sexuality were starting to change. Where we
might now see a wholesome child in danger of adult corruption, earlier audiences saw
Temple’s films as demonstrations of the purifying power of childhood innocence. Hatch
examines the cultural history of the time to view Temple’s performances in terms of
sexuality, but in relation to changing views about gender, class, and race. Filled with
new archival research, Shirley Temple and the Performance of Girlhood enables us to
appreciate the “simpler times” of Temple’s stardom in all its thorny complexity.
When Darkness Reigns and the Full Moon Glows, Terror Emerges to Stalk the
Unsuspecting… From lycanthropic creatures found on television and film such as Teen
Wolf, Twilight, and True Blood to the earliest folklore of shape-shifting creatures, The
Werewolf Book: The Encyclopedia of Shapeshifting Beings is an eye-opening, blood-
pounding tour through the ages of monsters with the most amazing camouflage
capabilities—they hide among us! Along the way, you’ll land at the doorstep of
creatures like hirsute mass-murderer Albert Fish, and Fritz Haarman, who slaughtered
and ate his victims—selling the leftovers as steaks and roasts in his butcher shop—as
well as visits to mythical shamans, sirens, and skin walkers. Covering 140,000 years of
legend, mythology, and fact, The Werewolf Book provides hair-raising evidence of
strange and obsessional behavior through the centuries. Learn the basics of becoming
a werewolf and the intricacies of slaying the beast. A true homage to werewolves and
other full moon beasts, it includes topics such as … • Bear, tiger, coyote, and other
shape-shifting people • Classic and modern werewolf movies • Gargoyles, totem poles,
and Internet depictions • Serial killers and sadistic rulers • Sorcery, spells, and
talismans • Television shows, songs, and computer games
Tender Is the NightCambridge University Press
"I Never Thought I Would Lose a Case," says Guy T. Saperstein, recalling his life
fighting for the underdog and for social change in his autobiography Civil Warrior:
Memoirs of a Civil Rights Attorney. He very rarely did. In his more than 25 years of
pioneering civil rights law, Saperstein's firm successfully prosecuted the largest race,
sex and age-discrimination lawsuits in American history. His firm defeated Denny's
Restaurants in the infamous race discrimination case. His biggest case -- a 23-year sex
discrimination lawsuit against State Farm Insurance -- ended when, State Farm finally
admitted, "We were like Robert Duran in the ring with Sugar Ray Leonard, and we said,
'No mas!'" Saperstein is well known for his colorful, take-no-prisoners style in and out of
court. Civil Warrior reflects that bold style, making intricate points of law accessible, and
revealing how justice really works in America today. Book jacket.
The remarkable career of American actress Eve Arden (1908–1990) is thoroughly
chronicled from her earliest stage work in 1926 (under her given name Eunice
Quedens) to her final television role in a 1987 episode of Falcon Crest. Included are
detailed descriptions and critical commentaries of the actress’s 62 feature film
appearances between 1929 and 1982, notably her Oscar-nominated performance as
Joan Crawford’s sardonic confidante in 1945’s Mildred Pierce. Complete coverage is
provided of Eve Arden’s work in the popular radio and television series Our Miss
Brooks, and her later costarring stint with Kaye Ballard in the two-season TV sitcom
The Mothers-in-Law. Also listed are her many other radio and television appearances,
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as well as her theatrical roles in such Broadway productions as Ziegfeld Follies of 1936
and Let’s Face It.
The popular actor describes his relationships with such contemporaries as Clark Gable,
Frank Sinatra, and Elizabeth Taylor; remembers his two marriages to Natalie Wood;
and shares his observations on Hollywood throughout the past half-century.
Most often remembered for her gestures, expressive eyes, and body language
on the screen, ZaSu Pitts was an unusual actress (and also an excellent cook:
she often gave homemade candies to her coworkers, and her collection of candy
recipes was published posthumously). This affectionate study of both her private
life off-screen and her public persona details how the multi-talented actress
become one of filmdom’s favorite comediennes and character players. The book
includes many rare photographs.
THE STORY: A play that is profoundly affecting, SUMMER AND SMOKE is a
simple love story of a somewhat puritanical Southern girl and an unpuritanical
young doctor. Each is basically attracted to the other but because of their
divergent attitudes tow
F. Scott Fitzgerald began composing Tender Is the Night in the summer of 1925,
but he struggled with the novel and reworked it intensively over the next nine
years. A study of the disintegration of a talented young American psychiatrist, set
among wealthy American expatriates living in Europe after the First World War,
the novel, finally published in 1934, is now considered one of his major works.
Fitzgerald saved a great many of his working materials - notes, diagrams,
holographs, typescripts, proofs and correspondence - making it possible to
reconstruct in detail the passage of Tender Is the Night from manuscript to print.
The Cambridge edition follows the order of the first edition; it includes a history of
composition, an analysis of Fitzgerald's plan for republication and an explanation
of the chronology of the narrative. The edition also contains full historical
annotations, facsimiles of surviving drafts and a record of emendations.
Lurid but unknown scandals from Hollywood's Golden Age, as well as shocking
rundowns of Today's Hollywood Scandals in the making.
Jock Around the Clock takes you back three decades to a time when satellite
broadcasting and the concept of all sports all the time were brand-new. Its the
story of how ESPN founders Bill and Scott Rasmussen, having been forced out
of their TV sports network, turned to radio and gave birth to the all-sports
network, Enterprise Radio. The story features names familiar to American sports
fans as they gather to launch the network that would flash across the sky for a
brief few months, then flame out, leaving behind the blueprint so many others
have copied since.
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